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TEE Voice

AMERICA'S OLDEST WEEKLY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

Volume CXII, Issue 20

Students State Their Presidential Choice

Ross Murfin, "new blood," is the overwhelming studentfavorite

Murfin centered around the insider
vs. outsider argument; atone point,
a student stated, "Hales is an insider
his record is pivotal Questions
that challenged that Hales record
at Wooster weren't inappropriate."
The role of the liberal arts at the

KRISTEN DEMAUNE
Students gave their representatives to the presidential search com
mince, Jamie Christensen "96 and
Andi Reinhart "96, a definitive recommendation Wednesday evening:
Ross Murfin is their choice.

Christensen and Reinhart will
bring the recommendation to the
meeting of the search and screening
committee this weekend, in which,
as Christensen said during the meeting, "we hope to mate a decision."
This decision of die search committee, naoely the recommendation
to the Board of Trustees, will be
forwarded to the executive committee of the Board. The executive committee wiU niake the final decision
and an announcement will be made
to the public at that time, which has
not been set
The discussion among students,
which lasted for over an hour, was
informal. After Christensen distributed evaluation forms listirig the five
criteria used to select the three final

-

University of Miami, at which
Murfin is currently dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, as opposed to at Wooster was also dis-

cussed. Students expressed reservations that Murfin would in some

photo by SKY WOODSFELLOW

Reinhart and Christensen at the student meeting
candidates from an applicant pool
which began at roughly 120 candidates, the debate began.
Students were largely concerned
about Acting President Hales and
Murfin; it was clear from the inital
stages of the discussion that Rich'

ard Cook was not seen as a viable
option. Students cited Cook'sseem-in- g
lack of knowledge about the
College and conri stent cornparisons
to Kalamazoo QUege as bemg overwhelming factors in that decision.
Debate regarding Hales and

way attempt to reform Wooster
along die lines of the University of
Miami; but as one student stated,
"We need to become a better
Wooster."
Above all, the primary reaction to
Murfin's candidacy and visit to
Wooster was one of excitement
"The sheer amoum of preparation
be did for bis interview impressed
me," said one student
The overall sentiments of the
evening were summed up by one
student, who said "We need new
blood Stan is the status quo."

Campus Council Withholds Voting on Document
for Student Organization Registration
HILARY TEYNOR
Campus Council withheld voting
on the revised "Registering a Stu-

dent Organization" document and
also debated the reorganization of
the Leadership and Membership
Evaluation Committee in their meeting Tuesday morning.
"I'd like to thank my committee
for the hard work that they put into

this," said Darnell Wyche 96 of
the charter committee's efforts to
leatructurc and clarify "Registering
a Student Organisation,"
After the whole of Council was
ghrea the document to peruse, several members found spelling and
grammar r"fff" in addition to
some unclear and redundant Ton- Matt Brahm, Professor of Math,
suggested that Council wait until all
revisions are made before voting on

Feature
Vocal group

the document
Wyche also reported on charters
that the committee are going over
this week, which include Psychology Club, Kappa Chi, Sisters in
Spirit, Delta Theta Psi, Alpha
Gamma Phi, Fencing Club, and
Koinonia.
The committee is also waiting on
a revised charter from the Humanities and Sciences Program, which is
housed in Douglass Hall
Council also voted unanimously
to grant a provisional charter to the
College ofWooster Disaster Action
Team.
Cameron Flint 96 then raised a
commuconcern about
nity members becoming involved
with student organizations and the
liabilities invcJved.njustdon'twant
the College getting sued," said Flint
Andrew Weaver '96 made the
point that organizations should be
nt

organizations.
"We were trying to protect stu

A&E Mi
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non-stude-

allowed to police themselves, and
that adding language to the charter
about community member involvement is useless. "Once someone
from town comes in, they have to
revise their charter. I don't think it's
necessary for us to micromanage
these organizations."
"Charter committee will draft
some language concerning this,"
said Wyche, promising also to contact college lawyers.
The other majororder of business
involved the leadership and Membership Evaluation Committee, an
extension of Council formed to regulate student organizations. Originally split into the Greek life committee and the selection, induction,
and education process committee,
LMEC was voted on last week to
become the committee on social

Q

gearsfor Its final

8erformance

Scot Symphonic

Orchestra to perform;
Review of MaSof Mode

dents from hazing and the College
from liability," said Pam Frese on
the formation of LMEC. The main
concern expressed by Council members was the possibility that the restructured committee would constrict the expanded focus of the
Greek life committee.

Jim Morse '96 commented,

"Greek life has chosen to take on
morewe're not changing anything."
Renee Snyder '95 then reminded
Council that the two branches of
LMEC are defined as being exactly
the same, and that Greek life has
made the choice to widen its scope.
Heidi Georgi then suggested that
the Wooster Volunteer Network be
granted a seat on the new committee,but she met with resistence from
fellow Council members. "I don't
please see COUNCIL, page 3

Sports"

Friday, March

1, 1996

Woolnfo
Now Offers
Students
Their Own
Web Pages
NICOLE COWARD
Students wanting to display their
talents, interests, or selves on the
World Wide Web can now develop
their own web pages thanks to a
special server on the Woolnfo page
called "People at Wooster." Donne 11
Wyche '97, Woolnfo's administrator, said that "these can be anything
that students (and faculty and staff)
want them to be."

The language of the Web is

Hypertext Markup Language. If you
don't know HTML, said Wyche,
"we have many options available to
you. According to student interests,
we would like to have a workshop
on HTML. I can conduct a private
workshop as my schedule allows.
We're also waking on training and

documentation."
An application for your own account at Wooster is available on the
personal pages server. It takes a
very short time to fill out; all you
adneed is your name and
dress. Requests received before
Wednesday at 5:00 pm will be processed on the following Thursday
by 5:00 pm. As far as content goes,
e-m-

ail

the only requirement is that you
follow the College's Code of Social
Responsibility. "No policing goes
on," said Wyche. "I'm not going to
get up at midnight, put on my sunglasses and lurk around in the dark
of the Web to find out what people
have on their pages. You're on your
own there."
"You don't have to be a computer
geek to have a web page," Wyche
emphasized. "Out of the 15 people
on the web, only about 4 or 5 of them
are computer science majors. Many
of these folks just get a kick out of
seeing their interests up and providing links for other people."
One thing Wyche encouraged is
please see WEB, page 3
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Election Day Looms: Candidates Declare, Give Us Their Reasons
Friedman is the
Student Government Association Duker Attempts
Bid First
VP of
for

Re-electi- on

Ateesh Roye:
Not justfor the
sake of it

JAMES KOLLER

The student

government needs

Ryan Murrey:
...a good
potential for
change

year

AARON RUPERT

KRISTEN DEMALINE

to be accountable to the people it
governs. It's not something which
handles issues in bouse. If there is
an issue out there which is important to the rest of the community.
the community at large, I think the
community should be encouraged
to get involved.'' With that Ateesh

"The student
government needs to
be accountable to the
people.
Roye '97 announced his candidacy
for the presidency of the Student
Ajnocistinn. He wants
to focus on solutions, not just addressing an issue for the
of
addressing an issue. am an SGA
outsider, stated Roye. "and 1 have
been a part of the general campus
community which views the SGA
kind of like a joke.1' He plans to use
his position as an outsider to appeal
to the campus as more receptive to
the everyday worries of the student
body. Roye sees a lack of motivation as a problem on campus, a
problem that most be solved won a
more organized leadership.
Roye will have the rare distinction of a completed Senior
Study when the fall semes
ter begins. He Is finishing up on bis
Biology experiment for his US.
which was aided by two summers
of intense research in his field.
Roye, who is from Calcutta, India,
has been on campus all six of his
semesters in college and is a mem
ber of the Judicial Board and Secu
rity. Roye hopes that his lack oflS- related time constraints will be advantageous.
While addressing security, diver
sity, and student involvement, Roye
felt the key to an effective adminis
tration lies with the leaders' abiliiy
to relate to the need of the college
community. Roye believes, students have become kind of compla
cent m accepting everything that is
doled out o them." Some ideas mentioned by Roye include the expan
sion of the Andrews parking lot to
curb the parking problem and increasing the dialogue between the
College of Wooster and the citizens
of the town. As for diversity recognition. Roye is in favor of better SGA
programs to celebrate cultures. The
ISA does a great job with Interna
tional Week. It is time we stepped up
more activities akmz those lines.'
Governmw

1

aiz

There is a good

potential for
change on the campus," said Ryan
Murrey '97. candidate for SGA

Stephen Penrod:
...continue the
work done this

president, "it is ready to change
and itjust needs someone to push it criteria for leadership: clear, concise,
compelling, contrasting, connected.
in the right direction."
credible, and clean, said Stephen
Murrey is now the fifth candidate in the race for SGA President. Penrod '97 Thursday in his declara
He is currently a member of the tion of candidacy for Student Gov
SGA senate and has worked on the ernment Association president.
Penrod's announcement makes
bookstore committee in creating a
list
students were selling. him the fifth candidate to declare
Murrey is looking for a "more his candidacy in the election, to be
held April 2.
hands on approach to SGA."
Citing his experience in Campus
"SGA should act as a conduit
between the administration and the Council and as this year's Vice
student body." said Murrey. He President for Academic Affairs in
believes that some students blame SGA. as well as a willingness to
student apathy on SGA. and that he "continue the work done this year".
SGA take the Penrod has set goals u caressing
"like to
membership problems in the Sen- reins., and provide model."
Muney sees apathy a one of the
largest problems on campus. In or
"J'm going to run a
der to correct that. Murrey stated.
e-b-ooks

r.-cu!-

d,

Tecon

this campus have a lot of
individual energy.. Fd like to se
that energy used as a group effort'

in order to incite change, it
doesn't take that much effort," said
Murrey on his urge to change SGA,
"you take that first step and things
will fall into place.
"In SGA." said Murrey, "the

Inde-pende-nt

fJhe shortest path

4

between two points isn't
always the way we go. I
want to rediscover that
straight line
shortest path between two points

isn't always the way we go. I want

to rediscover that straight line."
Bureaucracy in SGA is a large
problem according to Murrey. To
get past the slowness of the bureau-crac- y.
Murrey believes that,4encour-agin-g
the people to get things done."
On the other candidates running
for SGA. Murrey stated that, "if
anyone is having a concern about
who to vote for, I encourage them
to come to an SGA meeting and it
will become obvious."
While the other SGA presidential
candidates are planning campaigns
with advisors and workers. Murrey
is going to be looking for a "more of
a grass-roo- ts
kind of campaign." He
hopes to talk to groups in dorms
and campus organizations. Murrey
also stated that, "if I can't manage
my own campaign, how can a man-ag- e
student government?"

Andy Duker '97, current Campus
Council Member-at-Larghas begun his race for
"I think
I'm familiar with the issues that are
being discussed in Campus Council, and the issues being discussed
on this campus, said Duker. "I
know what needs to be done to get
them resolved, and I'm already
working toward that this semester."
There are some things that I want
to do, and there are some things I
want to keep doing," said Duker of
his reasons for running. One of the
first problems Duker pointed out
was, as he described it, "the image

clean campaign no

matter how it affects
the race."
ate, an improvement of the Spirit
bus which travels to away Scot
sporting events, and is running with-

out a party affiliation nor has he
officially endorsed any candidates
for Cabinet at this time.
Penrod also hopes to continue
reform of ad-hcommittees "be
gun this year by Vice Presklent for
Student Affairs Cameron Flint."
In regards to a quote published
m the Feb. 2 Voice, so which be and
Flint were quoted as saying.
Cameron (Flint) and I volunterred
to do it for only a hundred dollars;
. Penrod said, "I apologize for any
misunderstandings or any offense
taken by that statement). I stand
by the quote. ..others will dig it up
and try to use it against me if they
want to bring that to the campaign,
that's their perogative. I'd ask that
oc

-

ifany individual still feels offended.

to please come and talk to me per
sonally and I'll discuss it with
them." Penrod also added that he
and Flint spoke with the Men of
Harambee and expressed their
apologies, and m which he felt that
they got our position - we left with
the feeling that it was a joke which
was misconstrued."
His feelings about the election
are positive; he says that "there are
five choices, which gives you more
of a chance to pick who will repre
sent you.

AARON RUPERT

e.

re-elect-

"I'm going to run a clean cam
paign no matter how it affects the
race. I'D state that now until the
end... I fed that I meet each of these

Academic Affairs

AARON RUPERT

ion.

"I think I'm familiar

with the issues that are
being discussed."
of Campus Council as a Big Brother,
watching over the student body ar 1

The first candidate for the position of SGA Vice President of Academic Affairs threw his hat into the
ring last Friday, as Brian Friedman
97 announced his candidacy for the
position on James Hervey 's WCWS
campus affairs show. "I specifically
want to be part of the academic
process here," said Friedman, "and
the most important student role possible is that of Vice President for
Academic Affairs."
Friedman stated that his work with
the Communication Sciences and
Disorders major has helped him understand and has interested him in
the academic institutions at Wooster.
"Prior to that experience." said
Friedman, "I'd only had limited ex
perience working with the administration and faculty on matters of
academic situations.
The more I looked, he contin
ued, "..the more interested and intrigued I got in the whole system.
Friedman quickly pointed out many
problems he saw with the academic
institutions on campus. "I think the
school in general doesn't take the
correct position on their responsibility," said Friedman. This school is
providing me a service," he continued
"provide us allaservice. This school
is a business, arid I am a consumer of

checking up on themM.especiaL
with the whole project of the char
tering process." Duker believes that
"it's the wrong image, and I think
that we need to work on that image.'
Duker also pointed out his urge to
begin research on campus budget
ing processes. As it stands. Campus
Council, SGAandWVN give money
to campus organizations. "I don't
want to say the system we have now
is bad," expouwfcd Duker,"we need
to look at it and see if there is any
way of centralizing it.
"The school does not
Duker believes the worst action
Campus Council took this year was realize that there is a
the way Council dealt with the supplydemand
Susarme Woods issue. Duker wanted
equation, they are not
Council to make a statement against
acknowledging
the
sexual discrimination, but Council
demand."
felt that the effort would be repeat
ing a motion made by the faculty
that same week.
the product they make."
In addition to his experience i
Campos Council representative this
year, Duker has worked extensively
wirii the Voice in past years. During
his first year, he served as assistant
News Editor and as News Editor.
During his sophomore year. Duker
rose to Assistant
"I
think my experience with the Voice,"
said Duker. "helped me get a familiarity with the issues of this campus."
EdiKr-in-Chi-

s

ef.

T trunk m general across the board.
ncnly in academic affairs, the school
does not realize that there is a supply
demand equation, and they are not
acknowledging the demand.
Friedman was also worried about
faculty retention rates, and he be
lieves that many good faculty members have had to leave the college.
and Friedman believes he "can ad-

dress that issue."
There are courses, when I was a
prospective- -, that were in the course
catalogue that have still not been
taught here," said Friedman, illus
trating another problem in the academic realm, "and I can guarantee
they won't be taught next year."
Friedman also stated that he believes
this practice is "false advertising,"
and he believes he can make some
movement on that issue as well.
Friedman is currently President
of Hillel, and also served on SGA
his sophomore year.
mm

vukc

A Brief SGA Meeting

Women in Chinese Literature

Council's restructuring and
revisions discusses

EILEEN IMADA
Rajie Wang, Visiting Assistant
Professor of Chinese, spoke on "Negotiating and Reinventing Chinese
Culture: Women in Literature" last
Wednesday evening. As the final
series,
speaker in the
Wang
World,
the
China Confronts
emphasized the changing characterizations of women in Chinese literature. Summarising the change in
women characters over several centuries of literature, he focused on the
movement from xLan qi liang irui,
"virtuous wives and good mothers,"
mini-lectu- re
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Citing a range of Chinese literary
texts, Wang contrasted the Chinese
classics that describe the "virtuous
wife," with modern twentieth century texts that introduce the "super
woman." Dated 1150 B.CE., The
Book of Changes describes the
women's connection with the Earth,
within, and the men's place in
Heaven, without This connection

of women to the interior corresponds

with the woman's attachment to the
household.
In thefirstcentoy C.,BanZhao,
a female scholar and historian, furthered mis image of women in her
book Precepts forWomen. Encouraging women to be educated, yet

obedient, Zhao also explained the
differences between the male and
female essence. According to Wang,
the female yin implies virtue, truth
and chastity while the male yang
implies activity, aggressiveness and
success.
Traditionally in Chinese culture,
women acquiesced their entire lives

as "they obey the parents when
they're children, obey the husband
when they're married, and obey the
son when they're widowed," Wang
said. Not only did women acquiesce to their male counterparts, but
they also achieved distinction
through their husbands. "(The Chinese Classics) are the genesis for the
women prototype, the good mother,"
Wang said. Women fell into one of
two categories. The victorious were
widowed, and the martyrs died with
their husbands.
Dependent on males for social
upper-clas- s

Chinese

women and courtesans suffered from
"debilitating femininity," and bound
their feet to be physically attractive.
Wang approximated this practice to
modern day plastic surgery techniques, including liposuction and
silicone implants.
In aflrt'tK" to compromising the
Chiwoman's physical
well-bein- g,

nese culture often glorified a

women's suicide as an expression
of love. Referring to a novel written
during the Ming dynasty, Wang described the plight ofawoman who is
sold by her husband. Although she
was angry, Wang said, she did not
show that anger. Rather than con--

--

s

i

to jim quiang ren, "super woman" or
"successful career woman."

approval,
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Visiting Assistant Professor Rujie Wang at his lecture
tradicting her husband's decision,
she responded to social injustice by
committing suicide which exempli-

fied the qualities of a virtuous
woman. "A virtuous woman would
sooner meet death than loss of
honor," Wang explained.
In an earlier novel of the Tang
dynasty, a woman's lover abandons
her after he succeeds in seducing
her. Accepting her abandonment,
the character adheres toChinese virtues since she serves her lover as
best she could, and attributes her
abandonment to her loss of virginity. Consequently, Wang said, she
regains status in the eyes of the
Chinese literati.
At the beginning of the twentieth
century , Chinese women began writing more about their own experiences, and attempted to redefine the
qualities of beauty, virginity, femininity and virtue. Sexual liberation
prompted women to choose between
sexual desires and cultural acceptance. In literature such as Ding
Ling's Miss Sophie's Diary (1928),
for example, "trie shocking aspect is
not the candid display of female
sexual emotion." Wang said.
on his point he added, "What
Ex-pandi-ng

is new is the sexuality and sophistication in woman's voice. She understands the dynamics between
morality and sexuality."
In later works the depth of female
characterization develops to include
professional women who may not
want to live their lives catering to
men. la The Ark (1982) and Blue
Sky Green Sea (1986), Wang said,
the women characters fail to follow
social convention as they smoke,
swear and dismiss pretenses about
women. According to Wang, although literature and art may not
depict a precise example of social
reality, there are cultural realities in
art and literature. In this regard,
fiction may be interpreted as a
and
for woman's
self representation.
Students, faculty and members of
the community were in attendance
at the lecture, and Jesmon Idriss '96
commented, T thought his (anecdotes) were effective. He informed
(the audience) about stereotypes in
Chinese culture." Although this is
s,
a
the final lecture in this
film directed by Yimou Zhang, To
Live, will be shown in Mateer Hall
next Wednesday.
ve-hk-

self-inventi- on

mini-serie-

WE'LL HELP PUT YOU
IN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
As a Northwestern Mutual agent, you can realize the dream of calling
your own shots, with no cap on your earning power! You'll get
insurance and
extensive training and a wide variety of
financial plans that have consistently returned the highest dividends.
Plus, you'll have the support of the sixth largest U.S. life insurance firm
in assets!
top-performi-

ng

Come talk to us! Listen to our story!

Financial Sales Career Seminar
Friday, March 8, 1996. 3:00 to 5:00p.m.

The Cleveland Agency of the
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
1801 East Ninth Street, Suite 800
Cleveland, Ohio
R.S.VP. required to Jean Dobrea at (216)
Bring an interested friend or associate!

241-58- 40

Internship Programs Available!

Je

HILARY TEYNOR

a wider window," said presidential

In a short meeting lasting approximately one half hour, the Student
Government Association discussed
Campus Council's restructuring of

debate times. Campus publicity
should only be for one week, but
encouraging interaction between

the leadership and membership
evaluation committee. Council's
revision of "Registering a Student
Organization," a vacancy in the senate, and campaigning policy.
Carrie Toth mentioned that SGA
large storage will be taking place on
April 27. Steve Pernod announced
that the list of student tutors has
been completed and is available at
the circulation desks in the library,
Lowry front desk, the SGA board
downstairs in Lowry, and the SAB
ride board. Information will also be
appearing in the Pot pertaining to
the list.
The constitution committee is in
the process of reviewing SG A's constitution and has rewritten it through
article five.
Andrew Weaver turned to the topic
of Registering a Student Organization" in Campus Council. With the
new cominittee,'4Campus Council
doesn't look so foolish," according

to Weaver, but he continued.
"Cameron Hint and I still think the
system overall stinks." Weaver
asked his fellow senators for input.
Travis Grundke, speculating that it
might be a "pain in the arse," stated,
"If it doesn't get the job done, I say
we vote against it."
"I don't think it's as good as it
needs to be..J'm always looking to
stop things, and you can quote me
on that," added Weaver.
James Hervey made a motion that
one of the SGA representatives try
to table the motion at the next Council meeting, and the senate unanimously approved.

The next order of business was
the vacancy created by the departure of sophomore Brian Mannal
from the College. Terry Heubert
suggested that interested students
who have already submitted an application be the first ones contacted
by SGA.

Turning to an election-relate- d
topic, James Hervey suggested that
the allotted time for campaigning be
extended. T mink it's a really bad
idea," said Emily Durham. The
campus gets sick of it"
Elections for SGA are slated for
the second Tuesday after spring
break, and Hervey was pulling for
campaigning to start immediately
after spring break so that candidates
can have more time for debates and
other activities. Kathryn Schantz
interjected that the election committee had scheduled debates for the
Thursday and Sunday before elections.
"In the future, we should consider

candidate Andrew Weaver. MI have
a problem with this body deciding

candidates creates interest." He referred to several open discussions
that be has held with his opponent in
the presidential race, Jim Morse.

Before adjournment. James

Hervey withdrew his suggestion but
encouraged the younger members
of the senate to keep his idea in mind
for future races.

Council
continued from page

1

understand why organizations that
do not allot funding have been given
seats on this new committee. Considering that WVN is the only other
organization that can allot funding
other than SGA and Council, it only
seems logical that we also get a
seat."

After some more discussion.
in favor of inCouncil voted
stituting the committee on social
organizations. Heidi GeorgJ '95 was
also unanimously elected to serve
on the Greek life committee to replace Emily Durham, who stepped
down from Council this month.
7-5- -1

WEB
continued from page

1

"more women. As of right now, we
have no women with their own
pages. I'm not going to speculate on
why that's so, I would just like to see
women get into this as well." As for
why you should do it, he replied,
"Who knows why? There are a lot
of great things that this can serve
as a resource foV. Put up your re-

sume, put upyour picture. Not
only are there employment opportunities, but there's a whole dating
culture on the web now that you
can tap into. This is something
great to have fun with."
I
mm
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owers & Gifts

t.

149 N. Grant St.
Wooster
(216264-865- 4
(800)-726-86- 54

florist
Your
10 student discount on regulaJ
briced items picked up or delivered
in Wooster.
We wire flowers all over the world
M ma jor credit cards rrcepted.
all-occasi-
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Viewpoints

Insight
Wooster
Students

Have Spoken: Trustees Should Listen

We are students at The College of Wooster, a small private liberal arts
college located in Ohio, not Massachusetts. We have a campus that is
pleasing to the eye,
faculty, a staff that is integral to our
operation, and above all, we have seldom agreed or felt strongly about
anything as a campus recently.
So were the assumptions we held about ourselves through much of the
presidential search process. We trusted the student representatives to the
committee to make the hard choices for us, and went into last week's open
meetings ready to evaluate and feeling somewhat cynical
So were the assumptions which were made and. in some cases, remade
in the space of a few xhort days as we, the students of the College, met the
man whom we as a collective body asked our student representatives,Jamie
Christensen and Andi Remhart, to support for president.
We did this cnanimousfy; we acknowledge, and respect and thank, each
and every member of the search comrmtwfcfthetirneandefloTtpminthis
year. Now, as the process reaches its most critical moments, we ask the
commitiee as a whole and the Trustees lo acknowledge and respect the first
unanimous decision of its kind made by the students mnxent memory. We
are excited and we are emphatic; we are confident in our choice and willing
to stand op for something. Now.theCommmce and the Trustees should do
hard-worki-ng

likewise.

Day of the Iconoclast
In the feature "TlidioShw Has Soniething to Ta
on February 23. several students were given the distinction of being
"campus icons." These were Andrew Weaver. Jim Morse, DonneD Wyche,
and Ben Wachs. ,
The Voice would like to retract this unfortuaaie sa&Gka. Campus
iconism smacks of high school
the skewed American
dream of glorifying the most popular cheerleaders the football star with
the most touchdowns who is daring said cheerleader. Additionally, we are
not nmally in thr hahit cf vVTring arrhav- - natlnr1i farv--f
Imnycty.
not one of the above is either cheerleader or football star. Nor are they
dating one another. Also, it is not our intent and beyond any underlying
elitist pretenses of ours; that we may have to impose such figures of icon
upon the general campus populace (hencefcrmtobeknownasuVplebians).
Who is it that we call an icon anyway? Sarah Fenske. the author of the
piece, has chosen to designate the award to those who she describes as
"prominent," understandably, and "boisterous," oddly. We often see the
inevitable wreckage that occurs when groups reverendy cling on to their
symbols of power and faith. What is it that prompts us to create icons? Why
do we need them? These are not rhetorical questions.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
quasi-idealis-
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We are in the presence of a very
bold Campus Council. On Tuesday
the 27th, Council, acting on a motion proposed by
member
Donnell Wyche. voted to abolish
LMEC (The Leadership and Member Education Committee -- 1 think),
and replace it with the Committee
At-Lar- ge

by IGC, two faculty members chose
by the faculty, and two staff members appointed by the College's
president.

So far, everything looks fine. The
CSO will have Greeks and
faculiy, staff, and students.
But the final four representatives
Benjamin Wachs
give me pause: there shall be one
Organizations. This move, which
representative each from the Black
abolishes Greek Life Comminee in Students Association, The Internaone fell swoop, will place the CSO tional Students Association. The
mm
Student Govern-in charge of all stu-j Associament
"An organization
tion, and the StuCreek, large and Which piCKS OUT TTIOVUS dent Activities
smaiL social or (de-- f being given priority
Board.
I
When
spite the name) an- - over the organization
non-Gree-ks,

aZS7Z

C-3-1

C-3-1

17.

E-eu- il

17. The Cothar of

SAB: "So, Greeks... urn.
. . do you like movies?"
GREEKS: "Yeah! Yeah.
Love 'em."
SAB: Um. . . did you see
Dead Poets Society!"
GREEKS: "Yeah. Good
movie."
SAB: "It was about education, you know."
GREEKS: "Yeah."

It is this kind of firm dialogue
which will keep our Greek system a
healthy part of this campus. But
what will SAB say to rogue organizations which don't choose to follow the rules?
WOOSTER MEDIEVAL
SOCIETY: "We've decided to boil
our advisor in oil."
SAB: "If you do. we'll
stop showing classic films!"

the face
Volthe
campus life. This volunteer efforts on
unteer Network,
isn't a bad thing: campus? Would
one of the three
LMEC was comph- . . organizations on
As you can see. SAB's place on
catedand unwieldy, someone like to explain campus which this committee was clearly a well
and it was a sure sign this to
provides funding thought out, carefully considered deof disaster that, at
(Campus Councision. Those students who love
the time of this column's first draft, cil, SGA, and WVN). and the Inter-Faientertainment obviously have a lot
neither I, nor anyone else I spoke to.
Council, the official body of more to say about campus life than,
could remember just what the Hell campus religious life, were not rep- say, our official campus religious
LMEC stood for. I'll pencil it in, resented in favor of SAB, I was council, or the Volunteer Network,
above, during the second draft. The incredulous. SAB? You mean, those which is composed of people who
CSO should be simpler, more comstudents who like entertainment? An for some reason go out and work
prehensive, and more coherent. It's organization which picks our movwith members of the community,
a good idea.
ies is being given priority over the instead of thinking up witty carBut if Council has altered the face organization which is responsible toons about Sam. I can just imagine,
of campus life. I think they should for the coordinating of volunteer if a difficult question comes up, the
have a long talk with their plastic efforts on campus? Would someCSO's chair asking its various memsurgeon. According to the motion
one like to explain this to me?
bers: "Is there a faculty opinion?
forming the CSO. it's membership
My mind was abuzz with quesDo the black students on campus
shall contain:
tions. What wouli the SAB reprefeel this is an important issue? Do
Campus Council sentatives say to thesGreek organiOne
the international students have a
representative appointed by Counzations which come Wore them? problem with it? What do those
cil, two independent students
ine only conversation yean imag
by Council, four
k
ine goes something like this:
please see STRANGE, page 5
Council representatives appointed
non-Gre-
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The following is the 6th guest article in our series on diversity at the College of Wooster.
This week, Susan Figge, Dean of the Faculty, gives her vision of the opportunities available
at Wooster. As always, letters discussing the isues of race and diversity are encouraged.

Seizing Opportunities for Education at Wooster
As students, staff and faculty at the College of Wooster, we all participate in one
way or another in the social and cultural
which define
ausan Fioop contexts
life al lhe end of
20th Century in Northeastern Ohio, in the
United States, and in the world. On campus

snnn ngge

we face many ot the same challenges, opportunities, and problems that are pan of the
world beyond Bever and Beall. and we bring
with us into this community cur individual
and collective experiences of racial, ethnic,
class, gender, sexual, national, and cultural
idenuty. We bring with us our fears, our

curiosities and our assumptions about those
who are different from ourselves, and we
come to this place with our own strong
sense of personal and group loyalties, histories, and purposes.
At the same time the College, however
much it is in the world, musters all of its
resources to offer us the time and the space to
reflect on our social and cultural contexts with
their associated conflicts and tensions. It
offers us the opportunity to recognize, appreciate, and celebrate our individual and collective identities and those of others, and it gives
us the tools to examine our fears, assumptions
and loyalties.
Race, gender, and class are identities con

nected to social, political and economic issues
of urgency and importance, demanding action
and response. In a liberal arts college they are
also issues of teaching and learning, of curriculum and courses, of community events
and residential life. As a nation, the United
States is becoming increasingly a multicultural
society, in part because of a changing
demography and in part because those whose
presence has long been less visible are now
being seen and heard. No academic debates
about mulueuluiralism, no culture wars, and
political correctness
no attacks on
will change that. The dogs may bark, but the
caravan marches on.
Small private liberal arts colleges were
among the first to recognize that education in
a democratic society means educating all citizens for leadership, and not just one race,
class, or gender. Wooster's first Presidential
and Board of Trustees made that clear at the
founding of the College. The curriculum
logic is inescapable. Educating all citizens for
leadership means education aboutall citizens.
The question is not whether we should do
that, but how do we do it best. That's the
question I believe is being asked in current
discussions about the location of race, gender,
class and culture in Wooster's curriculum,
about diversity in what we teach and learn.
so-call- ed

My answer to that question arises from my
own sense that liberal education at Wooster is
in part a process of liberating us to see from
perspectives other than our own and to hear
diverse and different voices. It should provide us with the knowledge to understand
what those voices are saying and the context
from which they speak. For example, two
years ago Anna Deavere Smith spoke in die
forum. For example, programs in Black Studies and Women's Studies and a wide range of
departments offer dozens of courses m which
diversity is a central focus. This fall at least
two thirds of the Seminars in Critical Inquiry
used one or more texts that examined die
theme of the course through these perspectives.
It is important that Wooster students have
the opportunity to learn how race, gender, and
class are central categories of identity in
American culture, grounds for celebration
and pride, and terms by which we define our
experience and by which our experience is
shaped and informed. It is important that
Wooster students have the opportunity to learn
how that categorization lakes place, how it is
merely a construction, and how at the same
time it has an immediate impact on the economic, social and cultural experiences of each
of us in our daily lives as individuals and in

The Dakotas, Dole, Arizona, And "Other
Gregory Boettner

SJS,

tain race has become all the more muddier.
The New Hampshire, Louisiana, Arizona,
North and South Dakota primaries are already
history and the GOP has, as of yet, failed to
produce a front runner with enough staying
power to survive more than one primary.
What is the GOP coming too?
Steve Forbes grabbed the big prize of the
week by nabbing Arizona from the hands of a
grasping Pat Buchanan and a wheezing Bob
Dole, winning the primary with 36 of the
vote. That victory has, for the time being, put
r.
Forbes in the surprising position of
Dole finished second in Arizona with
28 of the vote while Buchanan finished a
disappointing third with
In the Dakotas, Dole did a good rebounding
act, securing a convincing 42 of the vote in
North Dakota. Forbes and Buchanan finished
with 20 and 18 respectively. In South
Dakota, Dole was even more impressive, taking 45 of the vote as opposed to Buchanan's
Unfortunately for
and Forbes' 29 and
Dole, neither of these states possesses the
political punch of Arizona, a state full of
crotchety old retirees who like Forbes' flat tax
scam and who could care less if I, or any other
college student, can get any student aid next
year.
Last week Forbes was struggling for his
political life without a single victory to notch
his belt; this week the big Arizona victory
front-runne-

27.

13.

coupled with a second place North Dakota
and a third place South Dakota finish puts him
in possession of 60 of the 996 needed electoral
votes. That is nearly double that of any other
candidate for the moment. Meanwhile, Lamar
Alexander, at one point locked in a bitter tie
with Dole, finds himself slipping into obscumakes it
rity as his ineptness at
increasingly difficult to compete with the
Dole and Forbes. Dole out scored
Alexander 19 to 1 on Tuesday and, should that
continue, Alexander will quickly find himself
in the unemployment line.
As of Wednesday, Forbes led all runners
with 60 delegates, Buchanan in second place
with 37 delegates. Dole in third with 33 delegates and Alexander rounding out the top
four with 10 delegates. Though Phil Gramm
has officially dropped out of the race, he still
leads Keyes, Doman.Lugar and Taylor's combined with his 7 delegates. Keyes has managed to snag one delegate but since has apparently lost some steam! The real surprise of
these last few weeks is the emergence of some
dark horse that USA Today refers to only as
"other." The mysterious Other, whoever she
or he may be, is actually coming in sixth place
behind Gramm and ahead of Keyes, Dornan,
Lugar and Taylor with hisher three delegates.
What a wild race.
What we are seeing here is the emergence of
candidates. Forbes has literally
the
ads for
inundated Arizona with
weeks leading into the primary. Dole, the only
other candidate in a truly comfortable financial situation, also had a very good showing in
this weeks primaries. Lamar Alexander, on
fund-raisi-

ng

cash-hoggi- ng

--

high-roll- er

Dole-bashi-

ng

ng

Susan Figge is the Dean of Faculty

continued from page 4

the other hand, is too poor to host a bake sale
at this point, and it snowed as he made the
strategic decision to invest his money in bigger states. The result was a lackluster performance this week and a severe slide in the
delegate score card. For all that Alexander
and Dole may be carbon copies of the same
outdated record. Dole has Alexander on the
ropes. Alexander's lack of funding put him at
the immediate disadvantage, and Dole, with
two victories now under his belt, can afford to
sit back and financially choke the life out of
Alexander.
We are also seeing a bit of an
movement The Republicans may be split on
Dole and Alexander but they are quickly realizing that Godzilla would be a better choice
than Buchanan and so, Forbes and his phony
outsiders image makes a good compromise
candidate. Therefore, last week Forbes rode
the wave created by Buchanan's New Hampshire victory into the front runners position. I
expect to see more of that in the weeks to come
but I am not backing off my prediction that
Buchanan will draw more blood and win at
least one more primary. Buchanan has gotten
a taste of victory and is rabid for some more.
The next major primary will be the South
Carolina primary. All four of the major candidates have invested heavily in this primary
and the results could be significant In our
next edition, we will also be comparing Dole
and Alexander.
anti-Buchan- an

Gregory Boettner is a columnist

self-perpetuati-

Strange Whims

The Republican race goes in startling directions with Forbes resurrection
Sports fans, this was an odd week in the
hunt for the GOP presidential nomination.
There were some surprises for nearly all of the

our society as a whole.
Such learning is not about victims and perpetrators or oppressors and oppressed. It
should be about the ways in which our separate histories have been intertwined, for good
or for ill. It should be about the intellectual
tools we need to understand each other's perceptions and our own, about how perceptions
systems, and about how
are
knowledge, analysis and judgement can disrupt and subvert them .
In your years at Wooster, you have the
chance to reflect on your identity and that of
others who are different from you in an environment that offers you the knowledge and
the intellectual skills to do that fully and
freely. I urge you to take advantage of that
opportunity, to see out the courses, the events,
the discussions, and the activities that support
you in that effort They are many. But
knowledge doesn't stand still, and there will
always be more to learn. Students will, as they
should, ask new questions and continue to
insist that they be educated to live and work
together in a diverse global community. I
hope and expect that you will do this and that
lhe College will meet the challenge.

for the
Voice

people who love entertainment think?"
A motion was proposed, at last Tuesday's
council meeting, to add a seat for the Volunteer Network. Donnell Wyche was willing to
consider it a friendly amendment and add the
seat but the motion was turned down, never
even getting voted on. I think an explanation
from Council is in order, and I hope it's a good
one. Whether or not SAB even deserves a
place on the CSO. or on Council at all, is
debatable (I think it doesn't), but to say that
SAB's representation is more important than
the Wooster Volunteer Network's is absolute
hogwash. My suggestion is that SAB's sect
on the CSO be given to the Wooster Volunteer
Network, and that SAB's seat on Carr.pus
Council BarCouncil be given to Inter-fait- h
ring that Council should at least see to it that
more relevant organizations are not shut out in
favor of SAB: an organization which I am
thankful for, but which ought to hold no
political power whatsoever. SAB does a great
deal of good for this campus, but it is simply
not as relevant in the decision making process
as the organization which is responsible for
funding and overseeing campus volunteer efforts. One wonders if Council has thought this
through. Fortunately, it's not too late for
Council to change it's mind. Keep watching
it closely to see if it does. I will be.

Benjamin Wachs is the Assistant Editor of
the Voice
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What We're Relenting For Lent
innocent people havebeen permanently nVhaNlitatrd
because of his irresponsible behavior, including our
Feature Editor, Rachel Pope 98.
Flitta Gutt 99 reluctantly admitted to the same
It's Lent, baby, and you know what that
thing. This year I'm not going to give anything up
time for making sacrifices. Beginninf Axh Wednesday. February 21. and ending on Easter, April 7, Lent for Lent because, well, that's always really difficult
is a time for Christians to remember Jesus' 40 day So the past four years I've been trying to do things
instead. This year I've been trying to read a passage
itraggktfaroogfathe(ksm.WepoOedDuuayaperioa
about their Len&en vows, or lack thereof and found in the Bible everyday and also say 'hi to more people
many an answer.
and be friendlier." And just yesterday wesawElissa
Many people we spoke with decided to five op throwing a Bible out the window screaming, "I
food products they enjoy. Our first victim, Anna cannot take it anymore, I just cannot take it anyRoth 99, responded, 1 gave op chocolate because I more." What persistence!
lcdxxxUte,arxlIkncwBbehapCT
Many think that Lent is a time to dig up their dead
chocolate. Chocolate is like love in a brown staff pet dog from its grave in the backyard and put its
form. I feel good that I did." And we feel good for rotting, mangled corpse on display on the kitchen
her. way to go Anna. Meg HaH 99 confided that she table in a giant aquarium filled with neon pink
would try her damdest lo break a life long habit: Til formaldehyde. Lucky for us, we didn't talk to any of
give up picking my nose for Lent" Laura Rauser99 those people. Others still perceive Lent as a time to
declared. "Beef. I gave up beef because I needed starve their sinful desires. Tim Cummings 97 resomething tojemind me of the season, and seeing as fused to comment on his desires. Instead, he sent us
how I love beef, I decided that giving it up would be a Morse code signal over a walkie-talk-ie
which said,
a good Dung.
T quit sleeping around." Another heathen here at the
d
College of Wooster.
Cordie McCreight 96, after some deep soul searchAnne Marie Baas
ing decided. Tm giving up lentils for lent." Karl
99 has sworn off spirits, "I gave up drinking."
Bekeny 99 not only gave up an individual food but
Sarah Fenske 99, who has never in her life even
gave up an entire company when he said. "I give up come into contact with alcohol of any sort includCoke for lent. AD Coca-Col- a
products." However, ing cold relief medicines told the Voter in an exdu-srv- e
recognizing the impossibility of this feat, he promptly
interview, Tm going to give up beer for Lent,
changed his resolution. Tm going to give up listenbut not mixed drinks,just beer." Wow, Sarah, you're
ing to Peter Frampsoo," If that ain't a toughie, we really gonna get into heaven now! Mike DiPaolo
cravings led him to give up, and
don't know what is.
99's
Some had a different approach to Lent. Dave we quote, Tenske."
NavratO 99 told us, 1 think rather than giving up
WhetheryougrveupIint,lentiLLender'sorYentel
something, you should take in something, like a sort this Lenten season, it maners not what you do, but
of service. So I look up being nicer to people, what yoo mean by it. Bruce Clayton 99 summed
respecting, and not jumping on them." It's a good absolutely nothing up by saying. "Ia light of my
thing. We think Dave's jumping on people has gotten
I have
recent overindulgence in
out of hand, sb this will be a nice break. Twelve decided to give that up for Lent."
AMY ClflDIAC
DAVE COOPER

i

beer-bellie-

devil-induc- ed

Yakety-Schmaket- y,

UnUmixd Hair
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618 East Bowman Street
Wooster. Ohio 44691
(216)264-008- 0

Mondays are college IJ).
days at the Manetainer
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college IJ). and SAVE.
Haircuts $8 with shampoo

f

and flu dry.

Manicures $7 JO, 15
new set of nails.
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80

off
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WEEKLY
Mailing travel brochures.
No experience necessary.
For information send a
stamped
envelope to: Universal
Travel, P.O. Box 610188,
Miami, FL 33261
self-address- ed

KARL ROBILLARD
Whether they're singing Van
Morrison, Billy Joel or Crosby Stills
and Nash, In CINQ has captivated
audiences at the College of Wooster
and beyond with their electrifying a
cappella.
Every member of the five man
group plays an intricate role. Jesse
Elmore 97, the only member who
will return to Wooster next year,
sings the tenor 1 and 2 roles and is in
charge of publicity of the group.
Doug Peacock 96 is the one who
"gets the gigs" and alternates singing tenor 1 or 2 with Jesse. Rich
Richards 96 sings bass lor 2 and
helps Doug make connections and
manage the group. Rich adds slyly,
"1 keep everyone in cinq." Steve
Wheeler 96 sings baritone, runs
most of the practices, and is, in
general, a good guy to have around.
The group refers to him as "our
versatility man." He and Doug also
arrange the music so that k fits appropriately in concert form. Last,
but not least, is Mike Baker 96, "the
tall one." He sings bass and has
been afectionassly nfc.i named the
Veharssl sheriff."
They are a dose knit and energetic group that has come a long
way to make it big time. But as is
true of all great performers, they
started small, to a stroke of luck or
fate, three of the members of In
CINQ, with the exception of Rich
and Jesse, lived on the same hall in
Andrews their first year, and they
began singing in a shortlived group
called "Midnight Harmony." When
the group disintegrated due to unforeseen problems, only a core of
die hard vocalists were left behind.
These vocalists now comprise what
we know today as In CINQ.
It is hard to imagine this group
being shunned or ridiculed, but his-totells an different story about
their first few performsnres, Steve
commented on their first serenade,
sung to a mutual friend in Andrews.
"We went flat." He didn't have to
say anything more. Their heads hung
m shame was enough.
Their firstreouest to sing at Mom 's
Truckstop was also less than perfect. In fact, it was marred by some-on-e
brash enough to walk to the juke
box and play loud music in an effort
to drone out the voices of In CINQ.
However, slowly but surely, the
kinks were smoothed out and the
name In CINQ began to spread favorably throughout the college and
beyond. Since then original debut,
n
they have sung for the
Indians, the Kiwanis Club, the
Fox Chapel Yacht Club in Pitts
ry

Akron-Canto-

burgh and at Wooster's Men's and
Women's Basketball games.
The most successful a cappella
group that the College of Wooster
has ever seen. In CINQ has been the
source of many good memories for
this community. Those times of old
have also proven to be very enjoyable for the members themselves.
The group has the best time granting
special requests, because hey are
personal and unpredictable." The
most common requests are for singing happy birthday to friends or serenading athletes before they compete. They have also sung for the
LS. party, and they receive many
performance requests from people
in the Wooster community. One
moment in particular that they all
look back on with fondness was
when they sang to Mindy Jenkins
97 in the trees outside of Babcock
Hall on their way home from another serenade.
But a stroll down memory lane is
not always a golden Utopia for these
guys. At times, things were down
right difficult and embarrassing.
From simply forgetting the words
of a song, to having a door slammed
in their face, this group has shared
many unusual memories. At one
point in their career, Mike had the
unfortunate experience of being infected with Bell's Palsy, strange
disease that froze the left half of his
face. This proved to be a real challenge on stage, especially when pronouncing the f and b sounds.
Like most people involved in the
performing arts, the brief time that
In C3NQ is on stage is a culmination
of hours and hours of rigorous practice. The group practices anywhere
from two to seven times a week,
depending on their upcoming sched-ole- s.
However, they don't practice
too much in hot, stuffy rehearsal
rooms, to enjoy activities other than
singing. I asked them about their
involvement outside Scheide, and
while their first response was "oh
god, not much." after some thought
they realized they were wrong.
Rich, often referred to as "the
methane factory" for his frequent
contributions to the
group, runs, plays basketball and
talks to squirrels. Steve enjoys doing "theater stuff." and Doug has
the difficult job of disciplining
Wagnerites (he is a Resident Assis-taon the second floor of Wagner).
As a geology major, Jesse unfortunately ends up stuck in lab most of
the time, while Mike slaves over
computers and likes to read a kx.
Together they hope to be remembered as
and entertaining guys. More specifically, Mike
hopes that people will think of them
as "having a good time while performing" and Steve wants them to
be thought of as "a bunch of nice
non-verb- al

nt

fun-lovi- ng

please see IN --CINQ, page 7
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Louis Dissects Gender and Offers a Theater Alternative
SARAH FENSKE
Tbeactors in Karen Louis' Senior
LS. are busy striking various poses
for the Voice photographer. "Let's
be thugs," one suggests, and they
all shift a pelvis thrust forward
here, a petulant glance there in to a
representation of teenage hoodlums.
One actor breaks intoTheJetSong"
from West Side Story.
After their hoodlum pose,another
actor cries, "Let's be 'I'm Too
Sexy," and they begin to assimilate
themselves into

supermodel-esqu-e

contortions. The photographer
laughs a bit.
"Can't you just be people?" he
asks, no doubt hoping for a nice,
candid-lookin- g
shot of healthy,
happy Woosterites at play.

The reply is telling. A cast member explains giddily, "We can't be
people. We're ACTORS!" Indeed.
This five person LS. company is
all about Acting with a capital 'A.'
The theater games that form the
basis of the troupe's rehearsal are
taken seriously, almost ludicrously
so. The actors segue from presenting physical representations of emotions, in which their bodies are the
building blocks for living statues of
Tear." "Vulnerability." and "War."
to acting games with which they
seem all too familiar.
"Let's do the machine game!"
someone cries.
"I hate that one," Louis, the director replies. "Let's do the car."
The rejected actor whines, "I like
the machine game."

photo by SKY WOODSFELLOW

Karen Lcmfa LS. tnmpe performing la the Pit

"Can I be the driver," one of the
actresses asks. Louis consents. The
new driver then assigns emotions,
with actors being labeled as embarrassed, full of angst, paranoid, ditzy
("Like, what?" the ditzy actress
replies, with a nice cheesy Gap Girl
smile) and psychopathic. Once the

actor is told what
"angst" means ("It's like, everyone
sucks"), the car game begins. The
acting is stylized. Characters fling
in and out of the car in reckless
abandon. They are nothing like real
people the driver steers with a frantic motion, as if she's wiping the
windows but they are intense, and
even if the driver doesn't seem to be
driving a real car, she does look
full-of-ang-

st

appropriately paranoid.
These acting games are the actual
basis for Louis' LS. In addition to
writing a forty page paper, Louis, a
theater major, is also presenting four

different improvisational scenes
dealing with gender differences.
Louis explains, "Being a woman,
I've dealt with the dualities and contradictions in gender cliches, and
my LS. deals with ways to get
through that and overcome it. Gender roles and our assumptions about
them have changed, and they need
to change, and that's what this production is about. We're trying to
change cliches by actions instead of
words."
So far two of the four improvs
have been presented to student audiences. Joni Cossaboom 96, a
theater major and a member of
Louis' cast, describes the first, "In
the first production we did we created a fairy tale. It began by show- -

ing the prince and princess as they
are shown to you as a child., but the
prince ends lip rescuing another guy,
and what you're expecting is totally

reversed."
The second performance, which
took place in Lowry Pit, showcased
a boxing match. Cast member Jill
Bartholomew '97 says it was chaos.
However, she adds, "A lot of people
didn't understand that it was supposed to be chaos... This type of
performance is more experimental
than what most people are used to."
"The shows to date have been
very well received," says Louis,
adding that one of the major ideas
behind the improvs is to "take the
theater out of the department, to
give the campus something different The final one is the only one
that will even be in the theater build-

ing."
For all their weird games and the
strange rehearsals, the cast insists
that what they are doing is not only
fun, but also worthwhile. David
Rush '99, who just recently joined
the company after watching the performance in the Pit, claims, "The
improvisation really is structured.
It's not totally random, and it does
have a purpose. It builds sharpness,
quickness, and stage awareness."

Bartholomew verifies this.
"Karen gets the ideas for the scenes,
and they're not scripted, but they
are organized. They have a beginning, a middle, and an end. There's
a lot of audience interaction."
Louis notes, "The theater depart-meis trying to put a new perspective on LS making it more independent... it's also become more

at

WCF: More Fun Than You Knew
NICOLE COWARD
You have a Mac, and you want to
know bow to use a or use it better?
That's the Macintosh Users Club. If
you're into science, and you're into
being female, that's Women in Science. Like to sing? Then grab a
mike and no, wait. That's the
Wooster Choral Union. What on
earth was I supposed to be writing
about, anyway? I knew I should
have stayed in the news section and
faithfully kept covering lectures.
I'm supposed to be writing about
is Wooster Christian Fellowship,
also known as WCF. Many involved in WCF wants to express
God's love, which is no easy task,
because God loves everyone even a
hopelessly confused individual such
as myself (as the above paragraph
should prove). Sue Fletcher '97,
WCFs president says, "What we're
really about is sharing the hope of
Jesus Christ with the rest of the
campus. We have a reason to live
and a reason to be here, and we
really want to share mat with those

around us."
WCF loves Jesus, and many mem

bers said that's what keeps them
coming. "I love to come and praise
the Lord." said Marjorie Krieg 98.
Joel Berger '96 said, "It's an opportunity for us all to get together in
unity and praise God."
An important glue that holds WCF
together is the great love that people
in WCF have for each other.
"Twenty-four-seve-

n,

there are

people who care," said Michelle
Perrigo "96, "who love God, who
understand that God is real, and that
God is alive. They can support you
in being a better Christian and in
dealing with everyday life."
Beger agreed; "I like the friendship. WCF gives you an opportunity to be close to people who really
care about you."
The one ingradient strangely missing from WCF are
Members are there to learn
more about God and about Christianity. Matt Reeves the Worship
Coordinator '98 said, "I like that
WCF is an open group, that it's a
place where we can come and find
support among fellow Christians and
hear how God is working in each of
our lives. It's a place where we can
mega-theologia-

ns.

learn more about die Lord. We try better than anyone else. But we all
to discover what God's will is for need Christ's love equally."
And are we really "Jesus-freakthe group, rather than just doing
Probably. As
or
what we want to da"
has a lot of
said,
un"WCF
Reeves
group
any
with
large
of
As
usual students, misconceptions of people who live dedicated lives to
WCF abound. One view that comes the Lord, and if that's being a 'Jesus
up repeatedly is, as Krieg put it, freak,' I don't think that's such a
bad thing." Many of us, indeed, do
"We don't have any fun."
pride our Jesus freakiness.
Jim Hicks '99 instantly contraMostly, though, we want to love
dicts this misconception. "We have
a lot of fun," said Hicks. "There are .others. "We're not just out to 'conworship, Bible study, and large vert people,'" said Perrigo, "but to
love people, and to show them who
groups."
People in WCF also love to sing Jesus is. That's more important than
and play games. Said Fletcher, "I being 'converted.'"
By the way, you know the best
like that we're a group of Christians
thing about WCF? Something that
from so many different denominations and yet still focus on what we you might be interested in? It's
have in common, come together to open to everybody. On arriving to a
praise God and have fun." In fact, WCF function, you don't have to
we have so much fun that we like to show a badge that says "I accepted
invite others to come along and join Christ as my Lord and Savior" or
e
Jesus freak" or
us in our fun. (One tip: if you like to "I'm a
have violent fun, keep your ears even "I'm a lifelong subscriber to
peeled for whispers of a fave WCF the 700 Club." Even if you've never
game, popularly known as "Clench even heard of Jesus, you're welthe Wench" or "Lean and Lurch.") come to our events. In fact, we'd
s"

"Bible-bangers- ?"

true-blu-

Another misconception: WCFs
Hicks said, "Some
people think that we believe we're
closed-minde-

d.

love to have you. Come on in and
grab a seat, we've got great news for
you.

worthwhile. And although the con-

tent of this production may seem
serious and frustrating at times, the
performances really are as much for
entertainment as for trying to bring
about change." She describes her
experiences thus far as "so much
fun," a phrase seldom used in conjunction with LS., but she appears to
be telling the truth. Their next show
will be April 2 at 7p.m. in McGaw
Chapel, and she's hoping for a good
audience turnout.
The actors are doing a new improv,
a game called "What are you doing?" which pretty much describes
the natural reaction to their actions.
Karen is hard at work shaving her
head with an imaginary butter knife,
g
voice, "I'm
saying in a
gonna be bold. I'm gonna be bold."
Jill is bearing herself, Dave is
and Matt Mariola '97 is
reciting the soliloquy from Hamlet.
As Joni gives an eerily good impersonation of someone leaping off the
Empire State Building, this viewer
can't help but think the whole thing
is a little absurd, a strange chaotic
conglomeration of actors Acting.
Absurd, but interesting. Maybe a
little too interesting..
sing-son-

hang-glidin- g,

IN-CIN-

Q

continued from page 6

guys." Rich just wants to provoke
happiness and adds, "we like to make
people smile".
the mem-beBefore saying good-byof In CINQ have some advice
for those of us that they will be
leaving behind. Doug hit the vitals
advising, "Take your Vitamins" and
"Have the desire to do something
and have fun with it" Steve talked
about coming to college with a dream
to get involved with a group like In
CINQ, and the luck and perseverance that allowed Ins dream to come
true; "It took a lot of pushing and
believing in it even when it didn't
look like it was going so welL" Yes,
we know. Bell's Palsy.
The members of In CINQ have
come to enjoy four years of intense
singing, laughing and bonding at
the College of Wooster. I asked
them how friendship has played a
role in the groups actions and Steve
managed to provide the most meaningful answer. "Being in In CINQ
has turned friendships into a brotherhood."
It seems very likely that although
they are all pursuing different things,
they will stay together in mind and
spirit. Whether at their first reunion
at Mike's upcoming wedding, or
one fifteen years down the road, this
group will certainly share memories
of four years of dazzling and captivating audiences of all kinds.
In CINQ will be performing this
Saturday, March 2, at 8p.m. in the
Underground. The concert willfeature guest stars. The Troubadores.
e,

rs
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Scot Symphonic Band Set to Delight Crowds
Sunday's performance features wide range of styles and sounds
JENNIFER FERGUSON

i

8:00 pm Spotlight Showcase
featuring In Cinq in the Underground
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Saturday, March 2
10:00 am City Centre Mall Trip
$2
7:30 pm& 10:00 pm Goldeneye
Mateer SI

1

Whai do kills, music. and dancing
all have in common? They are all a
pan of yet another delightful performance of the Scot Symphonic Band.
The 92 member band, under ihe
direction of Nancy Dinner, wiil perform a mcen tnts Sunoay. .Vlorcr.
3.
feature the hier.fy a
ciaiir!-iu". Lnc
Svol Band .lion
Pipcr arij Kigniana Dancers.
Or
program for the band. he
til ;7.fi their traditional Diess
MacLc-otartan kilts, is a variety cf
music that will appeal to people of
all ages. They will perform Jubilee
Overture by Philip Sparke. Ave
Maria by Anton Bruckner. Easier
Monday on the White House Lawn
by John Philip Sousa, and Where

SAB

Monday, March 4
8:00 pm Video: Little Odessa in
the Underground S.50

Wednesday, March

6

7:30 pm Classic film: To Live m
Mateer FREE

The Department of English
invites submission to Wooster's

ANNUAL WRITING

PRIZES

for outstanding fiction, poetry,
and critical writing

"Come and see the
Scot band of death and

destruction!"

--

r-t

t
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DEADLINE:
March 29, 1996

NEWS SERVICES

Trumpeter
Jonathan Marks

Never Lark or Eagle Flew by James
Cumow. They will round out the
program with Barnum and Bailey's
Favorite March by Karl L. King and
Through Countless Halls of Air by
W. Francis McBeth.
Ditmer expressed her pleasure
over the band's success. She stated,
I am very pleased with the way the

band is playing. It is one of the
strongest groups we've had. I'm really looking forward to the concert
this Sunday and the tour to Florida
the week after next"
A special highlight of the concert
will be the performance of the
Wooster Percussion Ensemble, directed by Thomas Fries. They will
perform Blues and Chaser by Jared
Spears. This jazzy work features all
of the traditional mallet instruments
along with the drum set,
and timpani.
As a special feature, the Scot Band
performs the traditional music of
Scotland complete with bagpipers,
drummers, arid Highland dancers.
The group made a cameo performance on ABC's Good Morning
America in 1994. The band features
seven pipers, one of whom just
learned to play the bagpipes since
coming to Wooster. The College
offers Scottish arts scholarships to
students who are accomplished in
Highland dancing and the bagpipes.
The band is proud of its heritage, as
shown by its members. Jeff Bird '98,
says," The band is an organisation
that holds a lot of tradition and is very
important to lis members and the
tom-tom- s,

Members of the Scot Symphonic Band to perform this Sunday with pipers and highland dancers
people of the College of Wooster."
Other members of the band show their
enthusiastic pride a little less formally.
Trumpeter Jonathan Marks 98 says.
"Come and see the Scot band of death
and destruction! "
The Scot Symphonic Band is

Wooster's touring band. They have
toured widely each spring since 1 976
and have scheduled performances
at churches and schools in Kentucky.
Tennessee, Georgia, and Florida for
this touring season. This also includes three outdoor concerts at vari

ous sites in Florida, featuring one at
Epcot Center in Walt Disney World.
The concert is free and open to the
public. The performance is scheduled for 4 pjn. in McGaw Chapel.
compiled with information from

The Doruldson Prize
The Kinsey Prize for Poetry
The Academy of American Poets
College Poetry Prize
The Voima Hicks Adrian Poetry
Prize

News Services

Deposit typed mamuseripa
outsido Kamkt 136

Contact Larry Stewart, x24l2

Man of Mode Proves Provoking
Opening night at Freedlander Theater a success

SALLY THELEN
From the very beginning as the lights dim, it
is not hard to assume that Man ofMode is going
to deviate largely from one's preconceptions of
Restoration Theatre. Just the word "Restoration" conjures up images of something long
dead resuscitated to stale life again. Wooster
Theatre Department's production of Man of
Mode is not just breathing anew, but pulsating
with a fresh energy.
Freedlander stage, decked out like a modern
fashion show runway, is transformed into a
scene suitable for a few rolls in the grave by the
playwright. Sir George Etherege. Dale Seeds'
scene design features effervescent blue light
outlining the figures of fashionably suited mannequins. Three dressing screens are displayed to
represent three locations in London and bring to
the forefront the obsession with fashion and modish behavior that the characters emit.
Dutifully Director Alexander Brietzke plays
up to the theme of fashion and material importance that Etherege intended, but in a rather
surprising way. The opening scene playfully
reenacts the popular silhouette commercials of
DeBiers diamonds. But there is more than
hilarity intended with this spoof. By introducing the production with a reference to contem

porary culture, Brietzke is allowing Man

' Mode to become a mockery of modern

as well as that of the
Eighteenth Century.
Subtly we are asked to
evaluate a culture that
values, not love, integrity, and morals; but
diamonds as " forever. "
Aditya Rege '96, as
the young rogue

of clown and human fashion faux pas. Sir Fopling
--

behavior Flutter. With an overdone French accent he
flits across stage to
display his imagined
"Dorimant's lust has a
finery, much to the
delight of the audidarkside. In hilarious yet
Flutter's antics
jubtly c. tilling scene, he vows ence.
contrast sharply with

a

"

that his love for Mrs. Loveit...
is 'diseased.'"

""""""
Dorimant, emits a high class, English arrogance
and insatiable thirst to destroy any pretty women's
virtue. A ruthless rake he is willing to scorn a
kjvex, for any new fresh thmg that happens to
turn around his corner.
"

has-be- en

While comic in its Don Juan essence,
Dorimant' s lust has a dark side. In a hilarious yet
subtly chilling scene, he vows that his love for
Mrs. Loveit, brilliantly portrayed by Heather
Mroczkowski '96, is "diseased." The time span
between Eighteenth century and the Twenty-fir- st
swiftly diminishes as he admonishes the
hysterical Loveit. In both societies, sex is used
interchangeably to mean love, and disease is
often creeping up upon this "love" to disfigure
it into a form one would rather turn his back
upon.
Adam Rose '96 revels in his role as the social

the

polish

of

Dorimant; yet the two

characters stand for
the same dedication to materialism and devotion to public opinion.
The production continues to entertain with
its comic twists, while insightfully delving into
the dark underbelly of a materialistic society,
not far from our own. Costumes, designed by
Kim Vaughn, reflect the needed excess of finery and foppery. It is hard to imagine where all
that pink velvet came from for the suits of
Flutter's pages.
The whole cast should be commended for
parts wittily and expertly performed. The innovative efforts of the crew have brought a wonderful finished product to the stage. Yet overall, Brietzke's directing should be applauded
for allowing this production to produce an
abundance of laughter and even more contemplations on society.
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A History of Comedy with the Shoes
The "funniest (and only)99 improv troupe on campus
plans to remind us of die true meaning of "improv99
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Sarandon's Powerful
Performance
The Stunning
and Honest Dead
Man Walking

(with the young Prejean played by
Sarandon's own daughter), to the
photos of the young murdered victims and to Poncelot as a child.
It has recently come to my attenRobbins' handling of the camera is
tion that very few people realize the
interesting cinematically; his images
historical importance of improv overrun with rodents. The Latin
REVIEWthe prison through the eyes of
FILM
of
comedy and, in essence, completely
people thought this incident so hiis only one such example.
Sarandon
miss the entire definition of this larious, they mventedaform ofcomviewed through the glass
is
Poncelot
DEMAUNE
KRISTEN
was
form.
Being a current edy called "Old Jim Smith
a
entertainment
separating him
dividing
window
Guy."
are
But
Pretty
Old
Jim
Throw
lot
Dumb
a
there
Don't
Smith"
of
Shoes,
member of
the
because
from Prejean for the entire film until
Susan Sarandon is a stupendous
funniest (and only) improv comedy Smith's familydidn't like this name Jim's relatives still living and still
troupe on campus, I have great homtoo much; they also weren't very willing to wage lawsuits against any human being and actress. There, I the last portions. The filming of the
said it. My main motivation in go- execution is handled with great
improv troupes.
age to pay to those fbremomers and fond of Old Jim when he was alive, ancestor-slarnmrfood
with
he
was squirrel
the ing to see her newest film. Dead power; the religious imagery evifathers of this unique comedic form. but now that
So we just replaced Old Jim
they liked to word Shoes. But when it really Man Walking, lay in the fact that she dent throughout the film is again
I realized the
act rather of- comes down to it, we would rather was the star. I wasn't familiar with powerfully evoked.
current lack of
This film is stunning in some
actually
"Improv
is
fended by you throw shoes than Old Jim be- the story line before I went to see the.
knowledge
because of what it doesn't
senses
knew
involved
Catholic
film.
I
a
it
new cause we don't think that the Luce
this
about improv
word
Knowing
as I do both Sarandon
do.
Sr.
Pre
Helen
,
jean,
nun
and
death
a
comcould
form
put
stage
durMultipurpose
room
comedy,
Smith edy. of
stands
So the up with that much rodent commo- row inmate, Matthew Poncelot, as well as director Tim Robbins'
ing a conversawho was devoured by
played by Sean Perm, but beyond politics, I was pleasandy surprised
Latin folk, tion.
tion with a w
to see an emotional, complex rensquirrels
ravenous
Now, that we are such great secret that I didn't know what to expect
to
had
classmate
dering
row
death
for
on
of a story which too easily
is
Poncelot
the
go
can
to the
change the telling friends, we
about our uplarge
mistook .him
fall
could
into the realm of cliche1
teenagers,
and
has
murder
two
of
Sunday,
9:00,
together
show
name
to
at
coming show
in
(As
Grisham's The Chamwritten
Prejean
in
John
effort
an
to
to
something March 3. But I think it only fair that
on Sunday,
I found was this: an
ber).
spiritual
legal
in
What
advice
seek
and
his
nice and px. since I have been so generous with
March 3, at
honest
handling
week
life.
of an incredibly diflast
of
9:00 p.m. in Luce Multipurpose like improv comedy, before some my secrets, you should share some
you are for or
ficult
issue.
Whether
Sarandon
should
nod
Oscar's
get
comlawsuit ensued. Hence, improv
secret with me. In case you are
Room (no advertising ploy intended,
this film
penalty,
porthe
death
against
vivid
actress
for
for
best
her
tidbits
stumped
over
what
little
edy
was
of
come).
born.
you
but you know
want to
Shortly after, let's say a thousand information you should share, here's trayal of Prejean, who lives and will make you think about it from
She quizzically asked me why the
spiria hint: during the second skit I will works in the inner city projects of everyone's perspective: the
Shoes bother to practice if we are or so years, College of Wooster stuis
get
it
whose
to
job
tual
advisor
visit
Orleans.
first
to
Her
New
dents were just as bored as those be asking you, the audience memsupposed to be gurus of improvisahis
before
accept
God
see
Poncelot
to
Perm's
Prison
to
Angola
State
taken
the
they
didn'thave ber, where
skit should be
tion. At the time, I blathered on Latin people, except
on
nurses
death,
and
doctors
the
'
most
the
one
makes
of
for
about the importance of practice in nutty Old Jim Smith around (much place and what my occupation is. If character
warexecution,
the
dethe
hand
for
film;
her
the
scenes
intricate
of
all higher art forms. I did not share to the chagrin of the squirrels). So you could just yell out, "a peanut
tailed reactions to the various as- den, and the victims' families.
with her the information I am now these nice, kindly folk called Don't butter factory" and "Avon salesperlife are honest and Robbins has included them all in
pects
appreciate
gready
would
sharing with you, the lucky duck Throw Shoes decided to entertain son," I
it movingofinprison
his exploration of guilt, innocence
However,
baseness.
their
And if you could just not tell anythat you are. I am now about to tell everyone with a new form of improv
death.
peg
and
members
audience
as
cannot
we
body else that this is our little secret,
you a secret. Do you know what a comedy. This comedy doesn't reI found most moving about
What
stereotypically
the
neatly
Prejean
as
seem is? Of course you do; a secret ally have much to do with large then the rest of the audience can just
was its power and ambigufilm
the
innocent nun; she faces the admonis something shared between great human acorns, but every once in a remain ignorant and keep on thinkWe
ity.
as an audience are left
with
chaplain
ing that improv comedy has to do ishments of the prison
friends, like you and L Friends also while we will invite woodland creahanging
as
to Poncelot's guilt or
sincerity,
steel,
measures
equal
of
tures to join in the fun (and I don't with improvisation.
go to improv comedy shows tountil
the film's concluinnocence
that
complains
He
compassion.
and
gether. Why don't we go the Shoes
sion, yet the images of that night are
queshabit
and
wear
a
does
not
she
show together? See you at 9:00 on
GLCA New York
tions her presence in the prison; juxtaposed with those of Prejean as
Sunday.
bom criticisms, due no doubt to her a child throughout the film.
Well here goes my secret; improv
While Sarandon's performance
will
make him look ridiculous
Program
York
GLCA
Arts
gender,
New
Director
.Program
of
AlvinS her
comedy has nothing to do with imhopefully give her her first Oswill
the
mind
immediately
raise
interested
to
interview
students
in
and
5
March
Wooster
4
on
and
to
be
at
provisation. Improv is actually an
film's continuing themes of guilt, car, I cannot overlook the work done
applying for the Fall Semester of 1996 GLCA NY Arts Program.
old Latin word that stands for "Old
by Penn. His performance is raw,
innocence, and redemption.
Alvin will give a video presentation about the program in the Frick
Jim Smith who was devoured by
powerful, and vivid. He plays a
these
all
to
is
central
Prejean
of
Art Seminar Room (Room 002, lower level) on Monday .March 4 at
ravenous squirrels that mistook him
Neo-Nawhite supremacist who
through
lens
She
will
9:30p.m.
themes.
He
8:30
is
the
from
meetings
student
7:30p.m.
by
followed
for a large acorn, but what do you
on a nun and acts tough efforthits
view
10:00ajn.
audience,
we,
as
an
from
morning
which
8:00
Tuesday
on
resume
interviews
student
expect when you have no arms and
Poncelot. The camera focuses on lessly; his character is rich and canIt is necessary to arrange a meeting time prior to Alvin Sher's visit.
legs and have the curious habit of
not be dismissed. In creating the
Sarandon 's eyes on many occasions,
A sign-u- p sheet for those interviews is posted on Professor Susan
falling from oak trees." Those Latin
character in this way, Robbins forces
scenes
1
the
them
from
flashing
to
of
questions,
any
there
Art.
are
If
Hansen's office door. Room 00 , Frick
people really liked to abbreviate
the viewer to see the human in us all,
own
childhood
murders,
her
to
the
x2191.
Susan
call
at
please
(Latin, consequently, is an old Latin
and that is where the real questions
of guilt and innocence arise.
Drive, don't walk, to see this
movie. You'll have to drive out of
Wooster to do it, seeing as how
Movies 10 is not running it at this
time. But it is well worth the effort
Performa 6214 - 8mb RAM, lgb hard disk, 14" Monitor,
to go and see Dead Man Walking.
The Publications Committee is
It's not light fluff; rather, it is hauntStylewriter 1200 Printer - $1220!!
reopening the application process
ing. And, if I haven't already mentioned
the soundtrack, allow me to
Powerbook 5300 8mb RAM, 500mb hard disk: $1500!
the positions editor the
Eddie Vedder makes an
now.
so
do
the Voice.
Goliard, the Index,
Color Model only $1995
appearance, as does the
The new application due date will be
Bruce Springsteen. All of
Rebate
29 by 4:00p.m. Contact
which is beside the point; as a
Stylewriter printer only $45 more with Apple
Sarandon fan, I was mostly imDenise
x25279for
17,
pressed by another fabulous performore information
mance. Not that I am biased or
Call ext. 2252 for more information!
anything.

SALLY THELEN

word for "people who like io cause
a lot of trouble at spelling bees").
Those Latin people also led very
dull lives until Old Jim Smith was

mean the Crandalls). This comedy
involves audience participation to
develop different skits and funny
events. But we will still never forget
the memory of Old Jim Smith. A lot
ofrjeopk are curious about our name.
Well, we couldn't very well call
ourselves "Don't Throw Old Jim

ng

that
for 'Old Jim

old Latin

an

5

fel-kr-

acorn. t9

for a

that

Arts Program

zi

College of Wooster Computer Sales
cast (Sficmce grmg tBrea& cpgecials

PUBLICATIONS

COMMITTEE ALERT

for

March

Sale Ends March

1996, so act now!
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Cleveland Rocks: Thoughts on the Browns
BRIAN FRIEDMAN
"Cleveland Rocks! Cleveland
Rocks!" These beautiful words,
sung by the Michael Stanley Band,
fill Cleveland spore arenas all year
long. Whether attending an Indians game at Jacobs Field, a Cavs
game at Gund arena or a Browns
game at Municipal Stadium, the
sound of a city's pride leads the
home team to victory no matter
what season it is. Well, that's not
exactly true. The Browns are gone
and that leaves Cleveland without
football, forever alone in the cold
fan and winter months. Well, that's
not exactl y true either. The B rowns
are on a Jiree year sabbatical, to
put it in collegiate terms. When
they rti :n, Cleveland won't be
haunted by Vinny Testaverde's
interceptions or Andre Rison's inflated salary. Cleveland wasn't
always without these gridiron
roes though.
A year ago, Cleveland was se
cure in the fact that every good
Clevelander would enjoy sports
year round. That was before the
most amazing year in Indians' history and Art Modell got a little

Modell, owner of the

jealous.

Browns, decided there wasn'troom
for two big draws in Cleveland and
was lured by Baltimore big bucks
to move his franchise. He would
receive millions from the city of
Baltimore to bless those residents
with the mediocre football be provides. A week before Oevelanders

Volleyball

voted on an issue that would provide Art with a new stadium, he
declared the Browns would play in
Baltimore after the season ended (or
so Art thought).

since Cleveland will have a new
sports arena in a few years, but is
that something to look forward to?
There is something Clevelandish
about Municipal Stadium. An after-

Upon hearing the news,
Oevelanders raised an uproar. They
wrote letters and signed petitions to
keep the Browns in Cleveland.
Cleveland lawyers sued Modell and
the NFL for everything from violation of contract to personal liability
due to automobile accidents. The
NFL was dragged through the mud,
as the entire nation realized that
NFL stands for "No Fan Loyalty."
The issue made the cover of Sports
Illustrated and there was an article
in almost every major magazine including The Chronicle for Higher
Education. (Eat your heart out,

noon in Cleveland Stadium has
sights and sounds not found elsewhere. The look and feel of a huge
open-a- ir
stadium that hasn't been
painted in 40 years, weather beaten
by Cleveland winters, will soon be
replaced by a brand new stadium
with luxury seats, which results in
luxury prices. The Dawg Pound
may remain, but will the fans be
able to afford to attend? The
endzones are the cheap seats in the
stadium where one is surrounded by
workers that are doing
their damnedest to enjoy every second of their weekend before returning to the assembly line work of
LTV Steel and Ford. That is where
the Browns fan lives. I hope these
fans save wisely over the next three
years as it will take a loan on a small
ranch house to pay for the license to
own the rights to purchase season
tickets in the new stadium. I hope
they spend the next three years saving for their season tickets, because
. it will take a loan on a small ranch
bouse to pay for the license of owning the rights to purchase season
tickets, But, I look too far into the
future, let's concentrate on Modell's
current situation.
Modell now officially owns "the
Team formerly know as the
Browns." Hey Art. rumor has it that
the Artist formerly known as Prince

Su-sar-

me

Woods.)
The NFL noticed and took action.
One week prior to the first lawsuit

against Modell, the NFL made a
compromise with the Cleveland factions. Cleveland would retain the
rights to the colors, name, and history of the Browns. That includes

the rights to the name Dawg
Pound, which was previously
owned by Slick Art. The City of
Cleveland was also given a $50 million loan to help build a new stadium. The details on this loan still
need to be worked out but the loan is
an NFL precedent. Modell gets to
take his nameless, colorless, oflense-les- s
team to Baltimore but loses the
feel of Cleveland Municipal Stadium. But so will many more people

blue-coll- ar

--

is a free agent. Maybe be can be
your new quarterback. There is
another similarity between Art and
Prince; they are both newlyweds.
Well, that's not exactly true either.
Art may be soon divorced from his
new city. The Maryland Stadium
Authority (doesn't that sound offi
cial?) has missed a few deadlines
and now the Maryland legislature
is thinking of pulling the plug on
the funding for the move. The
Maryland legislature has de
manded Modell ptit up $40 million
for the cost of a new stadium. Art
reminded them that be is moving
because he's broke. Maybe Art
should borrow some cash from
Andre Rison, the highest paid wide
receiver in the league. If Modell
doesn't put down some cash then
Rison may not even have to play to
earn his millions.
If Maryland does break the contract. I can see the personal ad
now: "Broke, disgruntled owner
ofNFLteam with no offense, name,
colors, or tradition seeks clueless
city seeking the high profile of
NFL status. Please, serious replies
only." Meanwhile, former quarterback Bernie Kosar and other
Cleveland business owners prepare to put a new team on the field
in 1998 under the name of the
Browns. Until then, Cleveland
will have to settle for Ohio State
losses to Michigan and the Cincinnati Bengals. Hmm, that doesn't
sound too reassuring. I know what

does.Go Tribe!

"Are you ready to skydive?"

continued from page 11
Dave Bryant '98 and Bui Dewar 98.
Matt May 96 was back in the line-usetting a solid offense while Sara Tarn
99 and Mike Sestili 99 continue to
add strength to the offense.
Following a two and a half hour
wait, Wooster was called back into
p,

action against their host, Ohio
Wesleyan. The Bishops were ready
for the Scots and came out strong
against a cold Wooster defense. It
took a 14-- 9 Bishop lead to wake the
Scots up and put fire in their eyes.
Wooster battled back by picking apart
the Wesleyan defense and hustling to
shut down their offense. True teamwork and guts pushed the Scots
through to a 3 victory. Despite
winning the first game, the Bishop's
height arid desire were too much for
the Scots in the second and third games.
Wesleyan claimed the victory in three
games:
The Wooster Scots win be back in
action this S unday in the PEC where
they win face Ohio Wesleyan at
10:00 am and Case Western at 1:30
pm. If you haven't caught the fuU
impact digs of Danny Jones 99 or
17-1-

15-17.15-7,1-

5-12.

the power tipping skin of Nick Lacy
'99. you're missing out Come on
down and cheer the boys on in what
will be their toughest, and most exciting, challenge to date.

ANDY DUKER

The College of Wooster isn't exactly the most exciting place in the
world. True, we have our moments,
but the biggest thrill most people get
is when they find out Lowry is serving those pizza pocket things again.
Believe it or not, that is not enough
for some people. Tbesepooradrena-line-deficiesouls tike it upon
themselves to do crazy things, like
driving 20 minutes to a small town
called Suffield and throwing themselves out of planes. They like to
call it skydiving.
It's not all as dangerous as it
sounds, according to veteran jumper
Rich Hemenway '97. He started
skydiving last summer, but already
has over 90 jumps under his belt.
nt

"It's safer to jump out of a plane
than to stay in it," he says, relating
skydiving to passenger plane fatality rate!
"You're scared going up and getting out, but once you're out there,
everything they taught you becomes
automatic" He says he does it because it's fun. "It makes you feel
like all your muscles are alive, and
they want to leap off your body. All
your senses are screaming, and ev

erything happens at once."
It happens like this: You start out
in the morning with five hours of
classes on the ground, learning how
to pack a parachute, practicing getting out of the plane and landing.
Then, that afternoon, you get into a
Cessna passenger plane, modified
for skydiving, and fly to an altitude of about 3500 feet You're
flying at 88 miles per hour, and the
airplane door opens. Your instructor asks you "Are you ready to
skydive?"
You put your feet on the step of
the plane, slowly reach your hands
out and grab the strut underneath the
wing, at which time you let your feet
go and are doing your best impression of Superman. Letting go of the
strut, you begin to freefaU, hurtling
toward the ground before the line
attached to the plane pulls your rip
cord for you and opens your parachute. You then steer your parachute safely to the ground, guided
by communication through a radio
in your helmet.
Once you've mastered the art, and

get over your nervousness,
Hemenway says, you can do differ-

ent types of jumps. There are static
line jumps, where your parachute

opens automatically for you; tandem jumps, where you basically piggyback with another sky diver, and
freefaU jumps, where you're on your
own. Right now, Hemenway is
working on a jump which involves
putting your hands behind your back
and diving out of the plane. You
then rush headfirst at the ground
until you turn yourself around and
open your chute.
"It gets totally quiet, you can't
bear anything." he says. Subtle
movements of your body are used to
direct and orient yourself. "It's like
when you stick your hand outside of
a car window, only going three times
that fast."
Hemenway is hoping to take a
group of people skydiving sometime after spring break. Rates for
the program are on a graduated scale,
so the more people who come, the
lessitcosts. Rates range from around
$140 if you go on your own, to
if you go with a
between $90-10- 0
group.

"It's an amazing,

ooce-in-a-life-ti-

me

experience that you'fl never
forget," Hemenway says. "I'm at a
risk of sounding generic if I compare it to anything else because it's
so unique. It's incredible."
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SCOREBOARD
Women's Basketball
Wooster 53. Kenyon 51
Wittenberg 66, Wooster 69

Men's Basketball
John CarroU 86, Wooster 72
Ice Hockey
Wittenberg 7. Wooster 6
Men's Club Volleyball
Wooster def. Earlham (15-- 15
4)
Ohio Wesleyan def Wooster (15
3.

17,

15-- 7.

15-1- 2)

Compiled by Voice Staff

Men's
Basketball
Season Ends
continued from page 12
Yeater 97.andRo Fernandez '97 to
connect on three pointers with
Fernandez hitting the longest trey of
the game from at least five feet behind the arc. At the end of the half
Fernandez led the team in scoring
with 12 points.
The second half continued in much
the same way as the first half for at
least the first six minutes as John
Carroll built a slight lead at
At that point, Gorman went up to
block a lay-u- p by John Carroll's
Artie Taylor, but as Gorman came
down he landed hard on his back
and smacked his head on the floor.
German did return later in the game,
but from that point the Scots were
not the same as the Blue Streaks
went on a 14-- 5 run. During this run
the Scots looked disorganized as
they threw the ban out of bounds,
traveled, missed several shots, and
in order
called numerous time-ou- ts
to get organized. This John CarroU
run appeared to be too much for the
Scots despite their efforts to climb
back in the game with two three
pointers by Damon Rotthaar '96 and
Yeater followed Fernandez and
Gorman executing a beautiful pick
and roll ending in Gorman's second
dunk. With two minutes to go,
Wooster trailed 76-6but John
Carroll iced the victory by connecting on 10 of 13 free throws down the
stretch to win 86-7Wooster ends the season at 19-but the future looks bright for the
Scots who win graduate only three
seniors: Lamont Paris, Damon
Rotthaar, and Joe Grubesic.
andRotthaar wfll be tough
to replace both in regards to skills
and leadership, butmost importantly
in their ability to shut down
opponent's top shooters. Regard--les- s
column and poor
of the win-lotournament showings, the Scots look
to be a dominating force for the next
few years.
58-5- 5.
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Southward Bound
Swim teams ready to compete at
Division III National Meet in Atlanta

continued from pate 12
com-

52,

37-3-
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66-6-
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SARAH ROBERTSON
LastSunday.as the sun shone down

c the rest of the world, the men'schib
volleyball team took a ride on the
conference roUar coaster. Traveling
to Delaware, Ohio, the Scots faced
conference rivals Ohio Wesleyan and
Earlham in an all day quad match.
Oberlin was also in attendance but
because the Scots had faced them the
previous weekend, that scheduled
match was not played. The Scots
began the day with a best two out of
three match against Earlham. The
men were in true form against the
struggling Quakers and jumped to an
early lead. In fact, the Scots did not
allow Earlham to score more than
seven points in the entire match, de15-- 4.
Wooster
feating them 15-dominated the play with solid passing
and strong net play. The powerful
offensive duo of Jeff Nimeh '98 and
Travis Nieman 98 continued to put
balls down, working off the passes of
3,

please see VOLLEYBALL, page 10
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Heather Daks '98 attempts to block the shot of a Wittenberg player

Volleyball

MacMillan, and Sergi will be joined
The College of Wooster swim by Laura Dunn '99 as members of
teams have had great success this the 800 freestyle relay. Teale and
year in qualifying swimmers for the King will be joined by Laura Hi very
NCAA Division m National Meet '96 and Heather Gleason '96 to comto be held at Emory in Atlanta. Nine plete the 200 medley relay team,
with Teale swimming the backstroke
women and five men have qualiscorleg, Hively swimming the breast-strok- e
high
fied, possibly leading to
leg. King in the butterfly part,
ing for both teams. The women's
and and Gleason swimming freestyle.
meet will be held March
This will be the premier national
the men's meet runs March 20-2swimmeet for both Hively and Gleason.
Leading the contingent of
"If everyone gets invited to the
mers headed to Atlanta is Debbie
meet, we hope to place at least in the
King '96. As a three year veteran,
gotop 1 5 if not higher ," said head coach
and a three-tim- e
ing to the national meet is almost Keith Beckett. "If we get a relay to
the meet, it will be an integral part in
second nature for King. She dominates, as well as holds the school our success."
Liz Helstein '96 has
record, in the 200 and 400 individual medleys, and in the 200 qualified for the meet in diving, but
breaststroke. After placing third in has opted not to compete in the meet
the 400 individual medley, fourth in this year.
For the Scots, the freestyle core of
the 200 individual medley, and fifth
Kris Marr 97, Andrew Wunderley
in the 200 breaststroke last year.
'97, Ben Chalot '98 and Dan Parker
King hopes to repeat those finishes
'98 are all awaiting invitations to
and hopefully improve upon them.
the
men's national meet. They made
'99
Stephanie MacMillan
achieved national qualifying times a preliminary cut in the 800 freesty le
in the 500 freestyle, and the 1650 relay. If invited, they will be the
freestyle. Her qualifying time in the . first Scots' relay to go to nationals
in 9 years, and the most national
1650 was over fifteen seconds unin as many years.
qualifiers
made
She
also
standard.
"A"
the
der
Also, Wunderley and Chalot made
preliminary qualifying times in the
100 and 200 backstrokes, and the individual cut times. Wunderley
200 freestyle. She set new school made a preliminary national qualirecords in all five of these events, fying time in the 50 freestyle at the
and also holds the school record in Case Invite, a last chance meet for
swimmers to qualify for the national
the 1000 freestyle. As such a versameet, held at Case Western Reserve
tile swimmer, it will be hard to narrow it down to three events to swim last Saturday. He also set a new
school record, breaking a nine year
at the national meet
record, set in 1987 by Scon
old
Carrie Scrgi '97 is an
Chalot, the school-recoMcLean.
placing
butterfly,
200
in the
twelfth last year at nationals. Her holder in the 100 freestyle, made t
qualifying time in the 200 also set a preliminary cut time in the 20C
new school record this year, and she freestyle.
"If we get all the men to the meet
is on track to achieve
have a chance to get into the to
we
again.
butterfly
status in the 200
commented Beckett. "Afte
25,"
saved
best
the
'96
Peggy Teale
for last, achieving her best times in not even being represented in 1994
her final year of swimming. She and having only 2 national qualifi
swam personal best times in both era last year, top 25 would be a gret
the 100 and 200 backstroke, and improvement."
Eric Haschke '97 qualified for hi
made solid "B" cuts in both events,
second year in diving. In order to b
ensuring her place at the meet.
Still waiting to get invited to the invited to the meet, he must first g
meet is Karen Buchmueller '97. If through a preliminary diving roun
she goes, Buchmueller could be the the Wednesday before the actu.
third of the Wooster trio of meet begins.
"Eric has made big improvement
backstrokers headed to Atlanta.
in his consistency and techniqu
e
national
Buchmueller, a
qualifier hopes to make her mark in since last year," remarked Becket
"We feel he has a good shot c
both backstroke events.
qualifying for the actual meet thi
relay
are
two
hear
waiting
to
Also
year."
teams; the 800 freestyle relay and
13-1- 6,

I'm'
f

King,

the 200 medley relay.

CINDY JAR VIS

shooting 37 from the field
Wooster
pared to Wittenberg's
led 6 at half time. Sipes hit a
near
crucial set of three
the end of the half to account for the
lead. Once again, the Scots gave up
their lead to start the second half as
Wittenberg opened up with a small 3
run and built the lead up to to 58-5-0
with eight minutes toga Once again
Woosierwould not die, as they clawed
back, aided by a late 0 run to take a
3
lead on a Montague jumper.
That would be the last point for the
Scots as they were shut out in the last
229. Wittenberg scored the last six
points to gain the championship by a
69-9-9
count.
The Lady Scots have much to
look forward to next year. While
seniors Lisa First, Jan Thompson,
and Sipes graduated, the team will
be younger, but still deep. Way and
Turner will be looked upon to fill
the gap. However they have both
proven their capabilities during the
season, and they will be here for two
and three more years, respectively.
One area that needs an overhaul is
rebounding. The Scots were out
rebounded in nearly every game and
it probably cost them a few games.
With some fine tuning, next year
should be another exciting basketball season. The groundwork has
been set with an above average season. Now is the time to celebrate,
for next year will be full of high
expectations and hungry opponents.
The hunters will be the hunted when
the courts open next season.
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Hockey learn Downed
by. Wittenberg 7--6
DAVE CARRIG
The Scot hockey team lost a close
game to Wittenberg last Sunday
night in Columbus, by a score of
This is a much better improvement considering last weeks shelling at the hands of Case Western.
The general mood at the end of
the game was that it was the best we
have played all season," said team
captain, and new goal tender, Dave
Carrig '97. Wittenberg opened the
scoring with about two minutes gone
in the game.
Wooster soon answered on a goal
by Book Chrobak '99, who later
added another goal. Other Scots
who figured into the scoring were
7-- 6.

Brendan Gallager '99 with two
goals, Eric Haschke '97 with one
goal, and Alex Patterson '97 with
one goal. Winger Todd Seney 99
had many excellent scoring chances,

but was robbed by the Wittenberg

net minder.
Wooster found itself in another
power play situation this week. "We
made quick work of this opportunity by scoring about 10 seconds
into it," Carrig said. This game saw
many penalties called, but most of
them were offsetting so the teams
skated
The goal tending change appears
to have been for the better. "I liked
being in mere, it was quite an experience," says Carrig of his first time
between the pipes. "I was scared
before the game, but once I got out
there and faced a few shots it seemed
like a natural position to me."
The team will face its biggest challenge as they travel to Newark, Ohio
to face Denison University today.
What's the attitude for this game?
Carrig says, "They're supposed to
be the best club hockey team around,
hopefully we can give them a good
four-a-sid- e.

challenge."
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In CINQ to sing last performance!
Saturday, March 2, in the Underground.
This is an open invitation to all students!!
Sponsored by SAB
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Lady Scots Make Stellar
Run at Championship

falls again, Wittenberg
i Kenyon
taken to limit in NCACs
JAMES KOLLER

'

o
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The storm had been brewing all
year long so a lack of warning was
no excuse.
Like a midnight assassin, the
Fighting Lady Scots turned the
NCAC on its heels by upsetting two
high seeds and coming within a basket or two of dethroning the seemingly invincible champions in last
week's conference tournament.
As reported last week, the Scots
opened by knocking off Case Reserve 83-7This was just the beginning of a dream run that had its
next slop in Wittenberg for the semifinals. The opponent was Kenyon
who had already been beaten once
this year by the Scots on January
5th. Kenyon brought in a number
two seeding and an 18--7 record. As
was the case m the two previous
gmf1 pfjthff team could dominate the other. The Ladies finally
hit a groove, extending to a 20-1- 3
lead wkh under six minutes to go m
the half. Br the half. Kenyon had
cut the lead down to three points.
Sue Roberts 99 led the Wooster
attack, coming off the bench for
eight points.
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advantage.
extending to a
With the end of the season lingering
for the losers, the Scots came up big,
answering with an 0 run to tie the
score at 39. The Scots still trailed by
two points with undera minute to go
and began fouling. A missed free
throw by Kenyon's Rachel Fikes
gave Wooster an opening. Roberts
came up big with a layup with 25 to
play. After Kenyon missed conthe Scots had
secutive
one opportunity for the win trailing
39-3-

8--

tree-thro- ws,

They wem lo their team leader
all season long Suzy Sipes 96. With
three seconds left, the Scots nbounded
as
to Sipes whodriDed a
the bom sounded. Sipes sure shot
lifted the Scots lo the most thrilling
win of the season 1.
Wittenberg hosted the
championship game and it appeared
51-5- 0.

three-point- er

53-5-

Top-seed-

ed

on paper aa if a rout was planned.
Remembering Wittenberg's 42-2- 6
half-tim-e
lead the last time they visited, the Scots came out matching
basket for basket Despite only
please see LADY SCOTS, page
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The second half started out with
Kenyon attacking for a 15-- 2 run,
and
gaining their first lead at 30-2-

?ri

god for two, as U Ftodtey 99 look on, i
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Lady Scott
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Wooster Avoids March Madness
Men's basketball team defeated in first round ofNCAA
Division III tournament by John Carroll, 86-7- 2
LUXE ZANNONI

the Scots wen; given a second chance

Despite a second chance, the extra day and a close loss to John
Carroll kept the Fightinj Scot Basketball Team from participating in
the dream of every NCAA college
frttfcyfhftii team, March Madness.
After loosing last week to Ohio
2
in the opening
Wesleyan
round of the NCAC Tournament,

by being named the sixth seed in the
Great Lakes Region of the NCAA
DrmioninToarnsment. last night,
the Scots faced the Blue Streaks of
John CarroQ (the third seed in the
Region), bat came up short 86-7- 2 in
a game with two distinct halves.
Wooster and John Carroll lit np
the scoreboard in the first half as
each team scored 45 point by half--

71-6-

women's swimming aod &vhr.;
Mar
14-l6-NCAACt2x-

np5on-

-

n's

time. Daring the course of this
score-fes- t,
there were 10 ties and 7
lead changes. Wooster successfully
pkkedapartJobnCarTon'sextended
2-- 3
rone by establishing aa inside
game with the help of freshman Ryan

Gorman's 10 points including a
monster dunk early in the game.
This alkrLamont Paris 96, Mike
please see BASKETBALL, page 10

The upcoming
indoor track

swiirimicg and diving
Mar 2 23 - NCAA Champioo- ships
.
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Cormaa 99 looks to score against John Carroll last night

"week in Sports:
ice hockey
Cha.T,pi--sh:p-
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men's club vrlleybcll
:; WesI jysn (li) 1 1
Mar. 3 a.n
Mar. 3 - Cc Vr est rn (II) - tppx.
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